Abstract: Discovering inherent correlations and hot research topics among various disciplines from massive scientific documents is very important to understand the scientific research tendency. The LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) topic model can find topics from big data sets, but the number of topics must to be told before topic clustering. There is a lot of randomness to determine the number of topics for the unknown structure of data sets. Therefore, this paper introduces the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) to achieve topic clustering with discipline division. Those clustering topics are composed by a discrete set of words, and these words do not have semantic relation. For this problem, this paper proposes a method to find out relationships between topic words so as to extract discipline hotspots. This method contains classifying topics with the co-occurrence of subject words, constructing co-word network and analyzing discipline hotspots with weak co-occurrence theory. The experiment results indicate that the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process can mine topic word-sets, and effectiveness better than the LDA topic model. The co-word network based on the weak tie theory can effectively find the discipline hotspots, which explicitly reflects the research hotspots and inherent connections of disciplines.
Introduction
Mutual penetration has been the main characteristic for the innovation of current modern science and technology. New theories, methods and technologies have been emerging from various subjects, and new research fields and topics have been arising. How to find out potential connections and hotspots among various subjects from the tremendous information is important for grasping the trend of science and technology and constructing a modern subject classification system. Most previous research work focuses on the discipline classification and correlation of science management. For example, Vessey, I. et al. [1] , in 2005, designed a unified classification system for computing disciplines based on research-focused characteristics: topic, approach, method, unit of analysis, and reference discipline, according to the characteristics of knowledge overlapping and sharing in computer science. In the year of 2010, Istvan Z. K. et al. [2] applied the individual-based epidemic models to describe the topic diffusion of across disciplines, in order to find the knowledge flow among disciplines. In 2012, Baohong, W. et al. [3] compared the national standard disciplines classification system with the practical information classification system, and revealed the overall structure and development trend in natural science from the macro level. Jinzhu, Z. et
Related Work
Generally, the authors of fund applications and project report will thoroughly investigate the relevant research activities. The applications usually reflect the most recent research problems, theories, methodologies and technologies. Topic model has been a very good application and development in the field of text mining, such as text categorization, topic search and topic evolution etc. Its fundamental ideal is to adjust the parameters of the topic model to find out topics, which mining text from semantic deeply and implicitly.
The first topic model is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model, which was proposed by Deerwester, S. C. et al. [7] in 1990. This model is not a real sense of probabilistic topic model, but it lays the foundation for the development of topic model. Then, 1999, Hufmann, T. [8] improved the LSI model and proposed a new topic model called the probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI), which is considered to be the first probabilistic model and promotes the development of the topic model. After 2003, David, M. B. et al. [9] proposed the latent Dirichlet allocation on the basis of pLSI and this model has been widely used. For example, Rosen-Zvi, M. et al. [10] applied the LDA to analyze technical documents in the year of 2004, and proposed an author-topic model. This model can find relationships between authors and topics and reveal researchers' interests and preferences. Teh, Y. W. et al. [11] in 2006, proposed a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) to improve the LDA model need to manually determine the topic number shortcomings and applied it to discover the evolution of topics. HDP is a generation model based on Dirichlet process, and using construction method of Stick-breaking, Polya Um or Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) to realize Dirichlet process. Compared with traditional TF-IDF statistical model, HDP can excavate the deep semantic information, and get "document-topic-word" three-layer model by mapping the text vector to the topic feature space. Compared with the LDA, HDP is able to dynamically determine the topic number and get topics from documents. HDP and Dirichlet process are also widely used. For example, in 2008, Canini, K. R. et al. [12] used HDP and HP to analyze the role of topic sharing in human category learning and transfer learning problem in psychology research. Li, X. et al. [13] fully used the Dirichlet process mixture model as a priori distribution, try to achieve video surveillance based on trajectory information of video retrieval. In 2015, Di, W. et al. [14] designed an incremental learning method with partial supervision for HDP, which guide the topic model from partial knowledge to gradually adapt to the latest available information. Xianghua, F. et al. [15] added sentiment level to the HDP model and used the non-parametric hierarchical Dirichlet model to dynamically track the sentiment and topics in reviews. In 2016, Xianghua, F. et al. [16] proposed a dynamic online hierarchical Dirichlet process to discover the topic evolution of Chinese social data. With the extensive application of HDP in natural language processing, topic extraction and document mining, the learning model based on HDP is still a hot research issue.
As a method of content analysis, co-word analysis is based on statistic the number of two words appeared in a document. It reflects the relationships between words, and we can analyze topic structural changes [17] . Here, we use co-word analysis to build co-word network, display topic words relationships and get discipline hotspots.
Weak tie theory was first used to analyze the impact of human intelligence network [18] . Later, it was used for information sharing [19] and the technological innovation analyzing [20] . In social relation, weak tie has the following three features: universality, heterogeneous and unstructured [21] - [23] . Universality refers to the enormous number individual of weak tie, and anyone other than yourself can constitute a weak relationship with you. Heterogeneous means that there is a big difference, such as thoughts, education, social position etc., between individual and individual in a weak relationship. Unstructured refers to a node in weak tie can play the role of bridge to transfer information between different groups or subgroups. Applied it to text analysis, weak co-occurrence network can better discover the relationship between topic words which may be the topic keyword, and discover not prominent research topics which may evolve into hotspots.
Procedure of Discipline Hotspots Analysis
The procedure of analysis discipline hotspots mainly includes generating valid subsets of data, topic clustering and post-processing of topic clustering, namely, feature compression in the scientific documents, topic clustering of discipline and mining hotspots. The details of the process are shown in Fig. 1. 
Document Feature Compression
Feature selection is necessary to form an effective science and technology documents subset. The document structured data should be extracted and segmented into separated words by using the Chinese word segmentation system ICTCLAS. With a prohibited word database provided in this system, word de-noising and filtering could be implemented to get rid of those erroneous segmentation and non-academic words. Feature vector sets can be generated from weight calculation and ranking selection.
Topic Clustering and Discipline Division
The procedure of topic clustering and discipline division contains two steps: one is the topic clustering, the other is the topic discipline division. The Hierarchical Dirichlet Process was introduced to determine the number of topics and get topics of documents. At the same time, we choose a group of words with discipline abstract characteristic as the subject content word, and the topic is divided into the subject by the high co-occurrence of subject words and topic words. 
Discipline Hotspots Analysis
In the process of hotspot mining, the co-word network is established to find out the co-occurrence relationship between topic words. Then through the heuristic threshold filtering to simplify the co-word network, using the weak co-occurrence theory to extract the discipline hotspots and form discipline hotspots map.
Topic Discipline Division Based on Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
Currently, LDA topic model is a widely used method of topic extraction in text analysis, but it needs to give cluster number in advance. For the large amount and variable data sets, it consumes a lot of effort to determine the number of clusters in LDA topic model. In this paper, Hierarchical Dirichlet Process [11] is used for topic modeling, which can automatically calculate the number of clusters according to the data, lead to simplify the parameters of modeling and to increase the usefulness of the topic model. However, these topics do not have the characteristics of the subject in order to analyze research hotspots from discipline level. A method of topic discipline division based on co-occurrence is proposed to divide topic into discipline.
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process and Construction
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process is essentially a multi-Dirichlet process, which is an important tool for text mining. One Dirichlet process is a Dirichlet distribution, which is based on an assumption that all documents share the same topic sets, and the number of clusters is unlimited, which can be automatically inferred according to the document set. Compared with the parametric Bayesian model, HDP has good robustness and flexibility.
In this paper, the topic model is the two layers Dirichlet processes. Firstly, the sampling distribution of the whole document set 0 
In this formula, 
In formula (4), k m is the number of documents that contain topic k  , m is the topic number of selected topics. After Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, we get topic-word distribution matrix and document-topic distribution matrix, and the document is represented by a collection of topics and the topic by a collection of words. The topic can be formalized as: 
Topic Clustering Experiment Analysis
We randomly choose 530 project applications to test the performance. First of all, segmenting documents into separated words by using the Chinese word segmentation system ICTCLAS [25] . With a prohibited word database provided in this system, word de-noising and filtering could be implemented to get rid of those erroneous segmentation and non-academic words. Then, generating document feature vector sets with weight calculation of TF-IDF algorithm and sort selection. The experimental results show that 142 topics are generated from the HDP model. 
4.2.1.

Topic model assessment
In order to evaluate the clustering effect of the HDP topic model, we use the perplexity value to analyze the clustering results. Perplexity is one of the commonly used evaluation methods of the topic model, which is essentially a kind of information theory. A low perplexity indicates the topic model is good at clustering topic. In the experiment, we use the HDP topic model to compare with the LDA model of different cluster numbers. We take the k value of 50, 100, 150 to calculate the perplexity value, which are expressed as LDA-50, LDA-100, and LDA-150. As shown in Fig. 2 , the HDP model cluster 142 topics and perplexity value is 942.9, it is smaller than the perplexity value of LDA-150 1669.9, which indicates that the HDP model performs better than LDA model. For the same algorithm LDA, perplexity value increases with the increasing in the number of topics. The smaller the number of topics means the performance better. But for large-scale data, the smaller number of topics may not cover all topics and ignore some similarity topics. Therefore, the HDP has a good performance in topic clustering, for it can automatically learn the number of clusters according to the data sets, and lower perplexity than the same cluster number of LDA model. In the Table 1 , topic3 and topic4, topic5 and topic6 are similar topics separately. Topic3 and topic4 are mainly about the ecological environment, and topic5 and topic6 are in the biological sciences. While topic1 is in information science, and topic2 is in management science.
Topic clustering analysis
Topic Discipline Division
The HDP model puts 530 documents into 142 topics, which reflect the document by the knowledge level, but these topics do not have discipline characteristics, unable to analysis hotspots of discipline. To achieve topics discipline division, the co-occurrence matching method is proposed to divide topics into the disciplines. First of all, we have chosen a group of words with typical discipline characteristics as subject context words, which are classified according to the discipline classification code of the application project, and adding article key words of each category to enrich the subject context word. Then, calculating the percentage of one topic contains subject context words in each category, choosing the top one as its topic category. The part of the results of topic discipline division is shown in Table 2 .
Hotspots Analysis Based on Co-word Network and Weak Co-occurrence Theory
Topic clustering through the hierarchical Dirichlet process from documents is a collection of discrete topic words, and there is no determinate connection between topic words. In order to find out hotspots by knowledge semantic level from subject topic sets, we use the co-occurrence relationship between two words in a document to construct relationships between the topic words. Meanwhile, we use the heuristic threshold to filter out the low degree co-occurrence relationship, and establish a co-word network based on the topic words of the discipline feature. The co-word network is a mapping of the subject hotspot knowledge graph. However, there are also some academic common words, such as "ratio", "method", "identification", "model", "compute" etc., which cannot accurately analyze the subject hotspots in the co-word network. These common words are often high-frequency words, which lead to a high degree of co-occurrence. So, the co-word network contains many high co-occurrence relationships, which do not have obvious discipline characteristics. To solve this problem, we use the weak tie theory in the co-word network to filtering out high co-occurrence network, and form the weak co-occurrence network. This weak co-occurrence network is composed of subject topic words and co-occurrence relations which have the obvious characteristic of discipline. Finally, discipline hotspots are extracted by visual analysis.
Co-word Network
Co-word network is formed by the frequent contacts of two words appeared in the same article, which is named as DF (Document Frequency). The formula for calculating the average number of DF is as follows: Hotspots can be found in the co-word network by the heuristic threshold filtering. The threshold is calculated by the expression (7), and r is a heuristic factor. Usually, the threshold thr is 1.1-1.3 times in the average value empirically.
Weak Co-occurrence Network Extraction
In relationship networks, the strong tie usually represents a stable relationship between actors with high level of interaction. Consequently, the information contained in the strong tie is usually with redundant and high repetitive and it is easy to become a closed system. On the contrary, weak ties are able to transmit non repetitive information among different groups, which implies new information with low redundancy and high distinguishability. We introduce the weak tie theory into the text analysis to find the subject hotspots by means of the weak connection between the topic words.
In the topic co-word network of the discipline, there are also some words in strong tie relationship with high degree of co-occurrence, such as "target", "subject", "parameter", "model", "compute" etc., which have obvious academic universality, that is, the information implied in the relations has a weak discriminability for the disciplines. To reduce the influence of these common words with strong tie, and more accurately extract the subject hotspots with obvious characteristics. We use the weak tie theory to filter out the high degree co-occurrence academic common words in co-word network. Specific metric is shown in (8) .
The general value of the weak contribution heuristic factor  is 10-13 usually, which means the topic word co-occurrence degree is not more than 10-13 times of the average value in the co-word network, consequently, the high degree co-occurrence words are filtered through the threshold weak thr . The remains is called as weak co-occurrence network. 
Visual Analysis of Discipline Hotspots for the Weak Co-occurrence Network
By constructing co-word network and weak co-occurrence extraction, we obtain the knowledge map with subject characteristics. The knowledge network graph is built by the co-occurrence relationship between topic words. In the co-word network the sub graph formed by topological relations presents a research hotspot in a subject topic. In order to facilitate the people according to their own knowledge background to intuitively observe and discover hotspots in the subject topic graph, we employee the visualization tool Gephi to display the co-word network of the subject topic. In Gephi, the concentric layout is a commonly used method of network visualization. The concentric layout is based on the hops between nodes and the center to determine the node's location. The choice of the center can be the max degree node or a specially appointed node. All nodes are distributed around the center in a ring form, and the N distance of nodes from the center is laid in the first N ring, which means that the closer the center node is, the more relevant to the center node. In the experiment, the r value is 1.2 and the  value is 10.
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 4 . Hotspots sub-graphs.
We selected a topic co-word network of Life Science as an example. The topic map shown in Fig. 3 , it is the result of network visualization through Gephi concentric layout. We choose the topical node "cardiovascular" as the center, the other words distributed around it in a ring. The nodes on the first ring are directly associated with cardiovascular, such as "artery", "plasma", "oxidation", "damage", "cardiac muscle" and so on. Nodes on the second ring are indirectly associated with cardiovascular, such as "cholesterol", "complication", "hypertension", "diabetes" and so on, which are related to diseases or medicine. Through the graphical presentation, it is easily to draw a number of cardiovascular related research topics, which form research hotspots of Life Science. Fig. 4 contains three hotspot sub-graphs starting from the center node "cardiovascular". Fig. 4 (a) shows the sub-graph contains "cardiovascular", "plasma", "vessel", "concentration" etc., it reflects the research focuses on the influence of blood plasma concentration on the cardiovascular system; Fig. 4 (b) includes the topic words "cardiovascular", "cardiac muscle", "smooth muscle", "artery, metabolize" etc., which indicates the effect of arterial metabolism and heart muscle on cardiovascular diseases. Fig. 4 (c) , "cardiovascular", "diabetes", "blood sugar", "concentration", "metabolism", "complication", "vessel" etc., reveals the influence of diabetes on cardiovascular diseases. In addition, Fig. 3 can extract other hotspots, such as sub-graph "cholesterol", "fat", "glycerin", "atherosclerosis", "cardiovascular", "arterial", and presents the link between cholesterol and cardiovascular disease. Sub-graph "Pharmacology", "index", "health", "Chinese medicine", and "injury" is another research focus on the influence of traditional Chinese medicine on human health. Through the visual analysis of the subject hotspots words network, it can be seen that cardiovascular disease is a focus of attention in Life Science. This research focuses not only on the pathology of cardiovascular disease, but also combine with other disease and methods to carry out comprehensive research. However, some irrelevant words appear in the weak co-occurrence network, such as "schools", "freedom", "male", "improve", "damage" etc., these words are common words without the academic characteristics, which are the background words in the academic document. The appearance of these words is because of the inaccurate extraction of the document features, which likely cause confusion on the understanding hotspot sub-graph.
Conclusion
For the growing accumulation of research documents, we employ the process of big text data knowledge discovery to mine the discipline hotspots implied in these documents. For the science and technology project applications, the topic clustering based on Dirichlet process is introduced to realize the effective extraction of discipline research topic in documents. On the basis of this, we propose a co-word network based on the weak tie theory to build weak co-occurrence network by threshold filtering, and extract subject hotspots through the visual analysis for the co-word network, and reached the goal of revealing the current research issues from the documents of scientific project applications based on the knowledge semantic level. The experiment results show that the proposed scheme is feasible and effective for the hotspots extraction from the project documents. The research problem and method involved in this paper can discover the internal relations of disciplines in a deeper level, which lay the foundation for understanding the trend of the modern discipline development. The hotspots extraction is through the visualization of the subject topic words network, which still need human knowledge structure and observation. Therefore, automatic recognition hotspots from the co-word network will be our next work in the future.
